Temporary QA Testers  Interactive Digital Media

September 25, 2017

At NGX, we create digital interactive storytelling experiences for museums, science centers, exhibitions and other community-based cultural and educational events. Our work pertains to the development of custom digital interactive solutions, and spans cutting-edge hardware, intuitive software, compelling digital content, and inspiring design. Learn more about our work at ngxinteractive.com.

We are looking for temporary/part-time QA Testers to assist us with testing a number of different applications over the next 4–6 weeks.

This work is on-call depending our project schedule, during our normal office hours (8:30 am to 5:30 pm), but there will be some flexibility week-to-week for the timing to accommodate schedules for students who may have classes.

This job requires someone with focus, attention to detail and clear communication skills.

Tasks:

- Using defined test cases test interactive digital media applications
- Document results, noting any failures and bugs appropriately
- May require running tests on different kinds of devices depending on the application

Rate is $18.50/hour

Email valerie@ngxinteractive.com with your resume to express interest.